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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Thanks to all of the mentors, volunteers and donors who lent a hand, it was another great year here at 
LEARN Science & Math Club.  Though we should be accustomed by now to the extraordinary things kids 
do, our kids continued to amaze us.   

From August through February, we used robotics programs such as the FIRST LEGO League as a learning 
platform.  We then pursued other projects and programs from March through May.  Last year, our 
robotics kids plunged deeply into the topic of senior health.  They: 

• Visited dozens of FLL, FTC and FRC 
teams and a number of professional 
robotics groups in Oklahoma, New 
Mexico, Arizona and Colorado over the 
course of four weeks  

• Toured a model senior home, 
Providence Medical Center, Lifewise 
Renovations and the Bishop Spencer 
Place to learn what senior citizens need 

• Took a Senior Stretch and Fitness class 
at 68’s Inside Sports 

• Visited with gerontologists and social 
workers from St. Vincent Hospital in 
Santa Fe, NM, the Foundation for 
Senior Living in Phoenix, AZ and the 
MARC Center for the Aging in Kansas 
City, MO 

• Worked with experts from UMKC’s 
School of Computing and Engineering, 
Synthesis Solutions, Inc. and a variety 
of health care organizations to prototype tools to prevent falls and reduce injuries 

Our Rock’n Robo Rabbits at the North American Championship 

Our FLL teams won the Chairman’s Award for the second year in a row at the Western MO/KS Regional 
tournament and then went on to take World Festival and the North American Championship by storm.  
In these international championships in which the top 85 teams out of more than 24,000 teams from 
40+ countries and all over the US compete, our Rock’n Robo Rabbits earned the 1st Place Award for 
Inspiration both years, making them one of the top ten teams in the world. 

Our rookie high school team, the Red Hot Techie Peppers, also accomplished extraordinary things.  The 
team has earned top honors in every tournament they have attended.   With these successes, they 
earned a spot in the 2012 and 2013 State Championships where they won the 1st Place Motivate Award 
both years and earned a spot at World Festival.  The Techie Peppers also won a $2,500 grant from Burns 
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& McDonnell for proposing one of the top 
twenty best project plans out of 560 
entries for a new Science City exhibit.  
While achieving all these things, the team 
mentored our younger robotics teams, 
served as counselors at our summer camps 
and participated in TeamXchange.  

Members of the Techie Peppers,  
Celebrating Their Win 

The Techie Peppers were one of just 
sixteen teams worldwide to win the 
prestigious Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam grant 
to develop a biomedical engineering device 
they conceived of in FLL.  They completed a 
functional prototype of the device, patented and presented it to the technical world’s luminaries at 
Eureka Fest in Boston this June.  This device promises to save hundreds of thousands of lives each year. 

The fun continued in second semester!  Besides fielding robotics teams, we also hosted: 

• Spring Classes – Coasters & Contraptions (a physics class for 9 to 14 year olds) and Inside 
Electronics (an electronics class for high school kids)   

• LEARN Events – LEARN hosted a wide variety of events including: 
o Engineering Extravaganza – A fun-filled day of learning disguised as play as kids travel 

from station-to-station designing their own solutions to our engineering challenges! 
o City Imagineerium – A day spent building the kids’ City of Their Dreams. 
o Geeks vs. Geeks – A battle of the brains that challenges professional engineers and 

other techie types to prove that their team is the best and brightest of geeks on the 
FIRST LEGO League mat. 

o Summer Camps– Week-long camps provide kids from all over the region rich science 
and math experiences. 

o TeamXchange – A cross-pollination program, designed to bring together some of the 
30,000 FIRST teams and other technical types from around the world to share their 
knowledge of robotics and work together on each year’s challenge. 

• Community Events – Makers Faire, STEM Fest, Library Science Nights and School Science Nights. 

Every one of these programs was a blazing success thanks to the wonderful kids who made us smile and 
the terrific mentors and sponsors who brought smiles to their faces.  Read on to learn more about what 
the kids did! 

Thanks for another wonderful year! 

Rebecca Kidwell, President 
LEARN Science & Math Club 
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OUR PROGRAMS 
LEARN Science & Math Club is a 501(c)3 non-profit.  Since 2004, we have been providing kids from the 
Kansas City metropolitan area with rich science and math experiences through the use of robotics, 
engineering and programming projects and laboratory 
experiments.  We actively foster the collaboration, 
organization and communication skills necessary to work 
and play together. 

We use robotics programs such as the FIRST LEGO League 
and FIRST Tech Challenge as well as invention programs 
such as the Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam program as learning 
platforms, focusing on these topics from August thru 
January, and then we pursue other projects and programs 
from February through May.  These projects include K’Nex 
educational programs, science fairs, chemistry labs and so 
much more.  Below, you will find a summary of our 2012 to 
2013 programs. 

One of Our Jr. LEGO Builders 

Jr. FLL and FIRST LEGO League 
What kids wouldn’t like to explore robotics, programming, video game development, chemistry labs, 
and lots of other science, engineering and math projects?  LEARN Science & Math Club offers all that 
and more.   

When we launched our first robotics teams in 2004, we were amazed at how much fun we 
had.  Learning science, math and engineering is a lot more exciting when we’re doing hands-on projects 
with friends.   

For Whom 
We serve two age groups in these programs:   

• For 9 to 14 year olds, we offer the FLL STEM program and  
• For 5 to 8 year olds, we offer the Jr.FLL STEM program.   

When 
Our Jr. FLL program meets two hours per week throughout the school year.  In the fall, the Juniors work 
with the FLL kids for a short time and work on their Jr.FLL projects the rest of the morning; in the spring, 
both groups work together. 
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One of FLL Team Members,  
Continuing the Tradition of “Kissing the Trophy” 

 
Our FLL schedule is longer in the Fall and lighter 
in the Spring.  This Fall, we meet twelve hours 
per week.  In the Spring, we move to a lighter 
schedule – just four hours per week.  We 
occasionally meet on other days of the week for 
special events, field trips and more in-depth 
experiments.   

 

 

FIRST Tech Challenge 
Last year, LEARN Science & Math Club launched a new high school robotics program.  Our rookie team, 
The Red Hot Techie Peppers, had a bang up year – winning the 1st Place Connect Award and the 2nd 
Place Inspire Award at the Southeast Missouri State Qualifier and the 1st Place Motivate Award at the 
Missouri State Championship.  This year, the triumphs continued with top honors at two regional 
qualifiers and the State Championship and an invitation to the international World Festival. 

If you’ve not heard of FIRST Robotics, you’ve missed out on one of the coolest, hands-on learning 
platforms for building math and science 
skills.  FIRST makes computer science and 
engineering “hip” by building a sports-like, 
team-based competition around 
robotics.  Hundreds of thousands of kids 
from around the world get together and 
build robots that solve weird, exciting and 
difficult challenges every year. 

The Red Hot Techie Peppers 

We spice up all this great STEM education 
with training in business-building.  We’re 
building a tech business from the ground 
up!  This year, our team will launch a new 
business called TeamShare to help robotics 
teams share their experiences, tips and 
tricks with each other.  TeamShare offers 
information and training online and through in-person classes and camps.  The first year has been a 
huge success, and we plan to double our income this year. 
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When 
The high school team met fifteen to twenty hours per week during the competition season, and they 
met ten hours per week in the off-season.  

For Whom 
Kids do not have to be super-geeks to get involved.  If they are interested in business, graphic design, 
marketing, accounting, computer programming or engineering, we have got something for them!  The 
FIRST Tech Challenge program is for kids 13 to 18 years of age. 

Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam 
In April, LEARN Science & Math Club won Phase 1, 
called The Excite Award, of the Lemelson-MIT 
InvenTeams program and our coaches traveled to 
MIT for training; then in September, the team won 
one of only fifteen MIT InvenTeam grants that were 
issued worldwide in 2012.   

This program offers high school kids an amazing 
opportunity to become true inventors.  The program 
provides grants of up to $10,000 and a wealth of 
intellectual and networking support to help kids 
convert their dreams into a reality.  Our team 
proposed an innovative biomedical product that 
promises to save thousands of lives each year.  

A Techie Pepper Finds Her Zen after the Win 

Over the course of the year, the kids built a working prototype of their product, code named Script Alert.  
This biomedical engineering device tracks, guides and reports on patients’ prescription medication.  It 
has the potential to save hundreds of thousands of lives each year and was hailed as the most 
commercially viable and life-saving product at the Lemelson-MIT Eureka Fest in June, 2013.  They earned 
a patent for their product. 

When 
The InvenTeam met two or three days a week.  The team and their mentors worked between eight and 
twenty hours per week to produce Script Alert. 

For Whom 
The InvenTeam program is for high school kids.  Our program was open to anyone in this age range who 
was interested in participating. 
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About The Lemelson-MIT Program 
The Lemelson-MIT Program celebrates 
outstanding innovators and inspires young 
people to pursue creative lives and careers 
through invention. 

The Script Alert Booth 
at the Lemelson-MIT Eureka Fest 

Jerome H. Lemelson, one of U.S. history’s most 
prolific inventors, and his wife Dorothy 
founded the Lemelson-MIT Program at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1994. 
It is funded by The Lemelson Foundation and 
administered by the School of Engineering. The 
Foundation sparks, sustains and celebrates 
innovation and the inventive spirit. It supports 
projects in the U.S. and developing countries 
that nurture innovators and unleash invention 
to advance economic, social and 
environmentally sustainable development. To date, The Lemelson Foundation has donated or 
committed more than $150 million U.S. in support of its mission.  To learn more about this program, 
visit the InvenTeam site. 

Spring Classes 
This year, LEARN hosted two spring classes:  Coasters and Contraptions for younger kids and Inside 
Electronics for older kids.  Both were a bang-up 
successes. 

Coasters & Contraptions 
In this seven-week class, kids ages 8 to 14 
uncovered the physics behind the twists and 
tricks in roller coasters, Ferris wheels, bungee 
jumps and all those other classic amusement 
park rides.  Using their knowledge of Newton’s 
Laws, they conceived, built and tested their own 
contraptions.  On the last day, they combined all 
their rides into one giant Rube Goldberg 
machine.  

A Student Contemplating His Contraption 

 

http://web.mit.edu/invent/
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Every day, we did hands-on projects and experiments. They also discovered some weird laws of physics, 
read some cool books, watched a few short videos and giggled through science jokes. 

The Projects 
In this class, the kids built a full amusement park including: 

• Bungee Cord Thrill Rides 
• Rock'n Roller Coasters 
• Far Out Ferris Wheels 
• Crazy Carousels 
• And, one huge Rube Goldberg Contraption 

What They Learned 
And, while they were having all that fun, they learned a thing or two.  The physics topics they explored 
during all the fun building included: 

• Centripetal force 
• Speed, velocity, momentum and acceleration 
• Converting potential energy to kinetic energy 
• Forces 
• Engineering design principles 
• Amusement park thematics 
• And, the ever popular, how NOT to kill 

your customers! 

Inside Electronics 
We’ve all been enchanted by iPods, cell phones, 
PlayStation and lots of other gadgets that make 
our lives so much fun.  But, who knows what is 
going on inside those sleek cases?  After “Inside 
Electronics,” LEARN kids did!  Kids from the ages 
of 12 to 18 learned what makes all those cool 
electronics of theirs tick.  In this discovery-based 
class, they soon had lights flickering, bells ringing 
and all sorts of things happening as they designed 
circuit boards and did more than a dozen hands-
on projects and experiments. 

Students Building a Circuit 

Besides a dozen projects, every day they also discovered weird electronics facts, watched some short 
videos and guffawed through “geeky” jokes. 
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Projects 
• Blow Out a Circuit 
• Burn Out a Battery 
• Taste Electricity 
• Turn on the Lights  

(i.e., build circuits that turn on LEDs) 
• Resistance is Futile  

(also known as "all about resistors") 
• Learn to Read  

(electronic schematics, that is) 
• Magento Goes Wild  

(i.e., all about magnets) 
• Playing in Traffic  

(designing standard and interactive traffic light controllers) 
• Catch a Crook  

(build a Piezo Sound Alarm) 

What They Learned 
• The basic principles of electricity and electronics 
• The purpose and methods of circuitry and bread 

board design 
• How to read simple electrical diagrams 
• How to create useful electronics 

LEARN Events 
Here at LEARN, events are short-term programs.  Some 
occur for just a day or two, and others last for a week.  
Some repeat every year.  Others are one-time events, and 
the remainder rotates through our program line-up every 
few years.  They all have something in common, though – 
They are whole lot of fun!  Below, you will find a list of this 
year’s events. 

A Student With His Rat-Catcher 

Engineering Extravaganza 
Kids from five to fourteen years of age joined us for a fun-
filled day of learning disguised as play!  Inside every child 
there is an engineer just waiting to create a…  

• Catapult 
• Spaghetti tower or a bridge 
• LEGO city 
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• Confetti launcher 
• Better rat trap  
• And more! 

Move from station-to-station building cool things all day long with our fun and wacky technical mentors, 
or settle in and work on a project for hours.   We provide the challenges, the supplies and the 
engineering guidance; you build whatever you can dream.  Your imagination is the only limit! 

City Imagineerium 
Saturday, March 9th, kids from 5 to 18 years of age gathered to build the most amazing city!  Kids from 
all over town were invited to spend the day building the City of Their Dreams!  As kids arrived for this 
huge event, they “applied” for a building permit, were issued a “plot of land” and mountains of recycled 
materials.  Then, they spent the day building their dream city.   

This was the third City Imagineerium build.  And, we found that kids create the most amazing cities - 
eco-friendly, beautiful and fun to live in. So, it was no surprise that the volunteer city planners, 
architects, builders and engineers who were on hand to help the kids say they have learned as much 
from the kids as the kids have learned from them.  This year, as always, the kids just kept on "wow'ing" 
us!  To watch the kids as they built their city, click on City Imagineerium. 

For older kids, there was a special challenge – to build the strongest spaghetti bridges.  At the end of the 
day, teams competed for design awards.  Then, we put those bridges to the test.  Teams brought their 
bridges to the testing station.  Amid explosions and spaghetti spray, we discovered which bridge 
deserved the title of "monster bridge."   (The kids swore that’s the most fun, but we’re sure they 
enjoyed the cool prizes, too!)  

Geeks vs. Geeks 
Our President served on the FIRST LEGO 
League Regional Planning Committee 
from its inception in 2005 until it was 
disbanded in 2012.  Over the years, she 
made many presentations to local 
corporations on behalf of the region, 
asking them to get involved in mentoring 
and supporting engineering programs for 
elementary and middle school kids.  On 
nearly every occasion, executives told her 
to come back when the kids were in high 
school and college say, “Kids don’t do any 
real science, math or engineering ‘til 
then.” 

Our Award-Winning Geeks 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPiM5ToE6PE
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Of course, we know that kids of all ages are natural scientists and do amazing work.  And, having 
mentored younger kids ourselves for many years, we are all too well aware that FIRST programs are 
hard at every level.  We decided that the only way we could convince those corporate types was to 
prove it.  So, we created Geeks vs. Geeks. 

Tapping into the lust techies feel when they see their kids playing with LEGOs, Geeks vs. Geeks invites 
local companies to send their best and brightest geeks to learn how to build and program the same 
robots kids around the world use in FIRST LEGO League (FLL).  Then, the pros square off on the mat to 
see who’s smarter.  The result is a rollicking good time!  In its first three years, Geeks has been a huge 
success for everyone involved.  The geeks had a blast – they had fun with their mates, and they 
thoroughly enjoyed out-witting those other geeks.  Plus, the program delivered close-knit teams and 
great publicity for its sponsors.   

Even better, Geeks has been terrifically successful at recruiting mentors and volunteers for STEM 
programs.  Nearly all of our participants have gotten involved in FIRST and other kids’ STEM programs.  
And, as a primary fundraiser for LEARN, it has helped the Club buy a lot of computers, robots and other 
tech equipment for the kids. 

Summer Camps 
Weekdays, from May 27th thru June 14th 9a to 4:30p, LEARN Science & Math Club hosted the coolest 
summer camps!   This summer, we hosted just three camps before we all hit the road to support our 
InvenTeam at MIT in Boston, MA. 

Robo Camp 
The first camp was Robo Camp.  This camp puts all 
those physics and engineering lessons to work, 
challenging kids to build LEGO Mindstorm robots that 
can conquer the world.  (Well, maybe not the world -
 just fourteen tough missions.)    

Math Blast! 
For our second camp, the kids had a Math Blast; even 
kids who think that math stinks loved this “all play” 
program.  The kids were so busy running, jumping and 
building, they didn’t even realize that they were honing 
their basic math, algebra and geometry skills. 

Math Blast Kids with Tetrahedron Tower 

Coasters & Contraptions 
The last camp of summer was our Coasters and Contraptions.  The kids uncovered the physics behind 
the twists and tricks in roller coasters and Rube Goldberg machines. Using their knowledge of Newton’s 
Laws, they conceived, built and tested their own contraptions. 
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TeamXchange 
As wonderful as FIRST programs are, they have one significant gap – the programs do not encourage 
cross-pollination between teams.  The kids within a team learn from each other, but they rarely have the 
opportunity to observe much less share their experiences and lessons with other teams.   

During the preparation period, the challenges are so intense that the kids must focus on their 
homework.  During competition, they are so wildly busy doing their jobs, they just don’t have time to 
observe much less interact with other teams. 

To address this gap, LEARN introduced TeamXchange in 2010.  We have brought together many 
hundreds of teams over the last three years.  Our kids have hosted a German team for a month.  They 
have also traveled to Ohio, Florida, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, California, New York, 
Massachusetts and Washington D.C. – not to mention all over Missouri.  In their travels, they have met 
other FIRST teams, college roboticists and professional engineers.  With these fellow technical types, 
they have taken tours, given presentations and classes and shared tips and tricks.  TeamXchange has 
created a revolution in knowledge-sharing amongst these kids. 

We hope to expand TeamXchange in 2013.  If we are able to attract funding, we will: 

• Build a Web site to support kids around the world.  This site will: 
o Promote robotics and other tech training for primary school kids 
o Provide a forum for teams to meet and discuss their projects, questions and 

opportunities 
o Offer tips and ideas for working together 
o Provide resources for this year’s topic 
o Encourage and support teams who want to meet in person 

• Provide events for all the teams in our region.  These programs will include: 
o Field trips to businesses, museums, government offices, research centers and other 

destinations related to the annual FFL topic 
o Guided discussions to 

encourage kids, coaches and 
mentors to explore the 
challenges their communities 
face on the topic, identify 
what they have in common 
and what’s different and how 
they could work together to 
create innovative solutions 
and change 

o Region-wide training 

Our Team with Arizona FRC Team 
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Community Events 
To extend our reach, LEARN Science & Math Club also sponsors activities at many free community 
events.  This year was no exception.  We hosted booths with lots of fun, hands-on projects at a variety of 
events.  These included Makers Faire, STEM Fest, the Kansas City Public Library Science Nights and 
several school Science Nights. 

THE RESULTS 
At LEARN Science & Math Club, we operate on the assumption that kids can do extraordinary things.  
And, they always prove us right!  Our kids: 

Build Teams and Communicate Effectively  

Our programs teach kids to:  

• Work closely with other kids to analyze and solve complex, on-going challenges  
• Treat others with respect, kindness and appreciation for the skills and abilities they bring to the 

project  
• Research a topic, identify opportunities 

and present new ideas to professionals, 
government officials and the community  

Build Life Skills 

Our kids: 

• Develop Strong Technology Skills – Not 
all of our kids want to be engineers; 
some want to be doctors, programmers 
or lawyers.  All of them, however, know 
they benefit from being able to put 
technology to use.  They learn sound 
engineering principles, strong computer, 
project management, mechanical and 
electrical engineering skills. 

Another of Our Wonderful FLL Teams 

• Build Business Skills – Building and programming robots is cool, but solving real-world problems is 
even better.  So, our team does more than compete in FIRST robotics challenges.  They are 
launching a technology-related business.  We bring in marketing, sales and accounting professionals 
to help them commercialize concepts like: 
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• Created Script Alert – One of our FLL teams proposed an innovative, Web-based product to prevent 
millions of injuries and deaths related to prescription drug dosing errors.  Several members of that 
team moved up to our new high school team, and they won the Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam grant to 
fund the prototyping of this product.   

• TeamShare – In conjunction with our FLL teams, our FTC team is developing a Web site to help FIRST 
Robotics teams share their questions, tips, tricks and techniques – with the goal of improving 
everyone’s capabilities. 

Make a Difference 

Our kids have:  

• Worked to reduce energy usage and pollution.  They:  
• Developed a Web application that encourages people to carpool by helping them to easily 

catch a ride with their Facebook and My Space friends  
• Presented a proposal to the KC City Council and the Missouri State Legislature, encouraging 

them to implement a metro-area wide ride- and bike-sharing project  
• Built emissions-free pedal cars and displayed them at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art and 

the KC Zoo on Earth Day to demonstrate it’s possible to get around town without polluting  
• Conducted a flash mob event called, “FREEZE to Save the Planet,” to promote awareness of 

the many small things we can all do to reduce energy usage and pollution.  To see a video of 
this event, visit FREEZE.  

• Created a patented biomedical engineering product called Script Alert that could save thousands of 
lives each year  

• Developed two food safety product concepts: 
• One, called Food Tracker, uses RFID technology 

to trace foods from farm to fork, ensuring the 
CDC and other experts can quickly track and 
stop food poisoning and contamination. 

• The other, called Stick EZ, uses existing 
immunoassay technology in the form of a small 
sticker to identify foods that are contaminated 
with food poisoning or pesticides. 

• Host Open Houses and Science Fairs 
• Mentored Our FLL And Jr.FLL Teams – Most of our high 

school team members volunteer four to ten hours a 
week year-round to coach the younger kids in our 
program.  This year, they led these teams to three 1st 
place awards. 

A Robo Camp Attendee 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uf2C3ywCC1Q
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• Hosted Summer Camps and STEM Classes – Our Club hosts three to five week-long science and math 
enrichment programs each year. Team members volunteer as camp counselors. These camps serve 
as both community outreach and a principal fundraiser for the team; last summer, they earned 
$9,800.  Our high school team also puts on a variety of STEM classes for the community including 
Circuit Board Design & Production, AutoCAD Inventor, the annual Engineering Extravaganza and 
Programming in Robot-C.  They produce on a number of free community service events as well such 
as Science Night at the Kansas City Public Library and a LEGO Building Blow-Out at Makers Faire. 

Achieve Big Things 

Our teams:  

• Took 1st Place awards in local and Regional competitions every year (and they’ve often taken home 
more than one award) 

• Won 1st Place for the Chairman’s Award – the top honor – the last two years 
• Represented the Western Missouri and Kansas Region at North American Championship and at 

World Festival – making them one of the top 79 teams out of over 22,000 teams for the last two 
years.  On both occasions, they finished in the top ten teams, earning the 1st Place Award for 
Inspiration. 

• Been nominated twice and won an International Core Values Award for being one of a handful of 
teams from around the world that best demonstrates gracious professionalism, kindness and 
support for other teams  

OUR TEAM 
LEARN Science & Math Club is an all-volunteer organization.  We owe huge thanks to our wonderful 
Board members, mentors, coaches and teachers for their tireless devotion to making so many 
opportunities possible for kids from all over the Kansas City metropolitan area and around the world.  
Many of our team members work twenty to forty hours per week at LEARN after putting in full days at 
their “real” jobs.   

Our Board 
We have a strong and diverse Board that provides guidance and unflagging support for our programs.  
Our Board includes: 

• President, Rebecca Kidwell 
• Vice President, Operations – Susan Farley 
• Vice President, Technology – David Sherrick 
• Vice President, Development – Carrie Emmons  
• Vice President, Marketing – Christy Bravo  
• Treasurer – Kristen Ely 
• Director, Operations – Pegeen Blank 
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Our Volunteers 
LEARN simply could not function without the many people who give their time to helping kids.  For some 
of our larger events, we have as many as fifty volunteers devoted to helping, encouraging and keeping 
kids safe.  This is equally true of our on-going programs.  Week after week, dozens of parents and 
professionals band together to mentor and guide our kids.  

OUR DONORS 
LEARN’s donors bring joy, opportunity and a life-long love of science and math to kids throughout our 
community.  With immense gratitude, we thank all our donors for making our work possible.   Some of 
you are individuals, and others are large organizations.  Whatever the size, your contributions are 
invaluable.  You made so many children happy this year. 

$10,000 or More 
• Hallmark Corporation 
• Synthesis Solutions, Inc. 

$1,000 to $10,000 
• Erickson, Kernell, Derusseau & Kleypas, LLC 
• Between the Lions Graphic Design 
• Rockhurst University 
• UMKC's School of Computing & Engineering 
• Jeffrey Berman & Cynthia Powers 

$500 to $1,000 
• Hallmark Corporate Foundation 
• Custom Color 
• BlueScope Foundation 
• Home Depot 
• Rentech Systems 

Up to $500 
• SPX Foundation 
• Gregg & Brenda Amos 
• Ray & Jennifer Phillips 
• Stephen & Katherine Etre 
• Walker Food Products Company 
• Michael & Daphne Kiefer 
• A. & T. Maxwell 
• Annette K. Alire 
• Debra Teter 
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HOW TO HELP 
As we all know, success is expensive.  Parents and kids continue to ask LEARN Science & Math Club for 
more – more classes, more camps, more events, more advice.  While this is a wonderful situation to be 
in, it comes at a cost.   

Over the last nine years, LEARN has grown significantly each year.  Demand has outstripped our 
resources.  We need to buy more computers, robots and other STEM equipment to meet the need.  We 
also need dedicated meeting space to offer more programs, more often.  And, we’ve done all this with 
no paid staff.  Everyone involved has volunteered their time; some Board members have routinely 
volunteered 20 to 40 hours per week for nine years.   

To continue to grow, we will need to eventually offer some form of compensation to those who are 
giving full-time service.  In addition, we would like to offer scholarships for those kids who can't afford 
LEARN's very modest fees.  Currently, fees are set at or below direct costs; as a consequence, we cannot 
easily afford to waive fees, but many families have asked for help.  Presently, when we waive fees, a 
Board member will step in and pay the child’s costs.  We would like to be able to do more. 

We also need to find a permanent home.  LEARN always needs computers, supplies, accounting, 
marketing, legal and printing services.  To meet these objectives, we will need to raise over $100,000.  
And, our kids always need mentors.  So, there are 
many ways you can contribute.  Get involved, and 
make a lasting difference in kids’ lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

City Imagineerium,  
Made Possible by Our Wonderful Sponsors 
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OUR BUDGET 
For its first two years, LEARN Science & Math Club was funded largely by Kauffman Foundation grants 
and private donations.  Since then, we have been entirely self-supporting.   

 
2012-2013 Actual 

2013-2014 
Projected 

 

Cash Non-
Cash Cash Non-

Cash 
Income         

   Contributions and Support $18,371    $18,000    

       Grants   $10,440  $30,000    

       Contributions of Goods   $22,750    $25,000  

   Fund-Raisers $14,909    $21,000    

   Services $14,241  $21,000  $29,118  $4,500  

Cash Income $47,521    $98,118    

Total Income $101,711    $127,618    

          

Expenses         

   Advertising $135    $350    

   Bank Charges $6    $0    

   Convention or Meeting Expense $470    $400    

   Insurance - Corporate $735    $2,185    

   Legal Fees $0    $0    

   Other Miscellaneous Expenses $0    $2,000    

   Payroll Expenses $0    $0    

   Postage and Delivery $75    $100    

   Printing and Reproduction $1,653    $1,500    

   Professional Services fees $986    $500    

   Salaries and Related Expenses $0    $0    

   Contractor Expenses $885    $21,600    

   Supplies and Materials $31,418    $46,000    

   Taxes $0    $0    

   Telephone $0    $0    

   Tournament Fees $1,495    $2,700    

   Travel $11,595    $0    

   Uncategorized Expense $1    $0    

   Utilities $0    $0    

   Web Development and Maintenance $0    $0    

Total Expenses $49,454    $77,335    

 
        

Net Profit/Loss - Cash Only ($1,933)   $20,783    

Net Profit/Loss - Total $52,257    $50,283    
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Income 
Each year, LEARN Science & Math Club has grown substantially.  2012 to 2013 was no exception.  This 
year, we experienced a matching increase in income.  The following is a brief explanation of our income. 

Contributions and Support 
The largest share of our income came from contributions and services fees.  In addition, the Lemelson-
MIT InvenTeam grant contributed approximately $10,000.  Finally, local corporations donated goods and 
supplies.  The lion’s share of these came from Hallmark and Home Depot. 

Fundraisers 
LEARN conducts a variety of fundraisers each year.  Some are reoccurring events, and others are one-
time activities.  In addition each year, we carry out a letter-writing campaign, called Brick Drive.  The 
Brick Drive asks prospective donors to help our organization buy LEGO bricks and other supplies for our 
kids. 

Our largest fundraisers this year were: 

• Brick Drive 
• Engineering Extravaganza 
• Geeks vs. Geeks  
• Summer Camps 

Donated Services 
This year, with the InvenTeam, our need for outside services was greater than ever.  LEARN’s kids were 
incredibly fortunate that some very generous donors stepped forward to help them make their dreams 
of creating a commercially-viable product come true.  Erickson, Kernell, Derusseau & Kleypas, LLC  
donated legal services, and Hallmark donated design services for the Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam. 

Expenses 
Throughout the last seven years, LEARN’s expenses have been largely those needed to deliver its 
services to the community.  We have had incredibly low administrative expenses, and this year was no 
exception.  

Our largest expense categories this year were Supplies & Materials, Tournament Fees and Travel.  All of 
these were production expenses, funneled directly into delivering services to kids.  Our travel expenses 
were so high because the InvenTeam had to travel to MIT to present their work as a condition of the 
grant.  However, the grant could not be used to cover any travel costs.  
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Administrative expenses included advertising, 
insurance, professional services, contractor 
expenses and about a third of printing expenses.  
Together, these expenses amounted to $3,292 
or 6.6% of our total expenses.  This 
administrative to production expenses ratio is so 
low because LEARN has operated as an all-
volunteer organization throughout its history 
and has channeled nearly every dollar into 
services for kids. 

One of our FLL Robots at Work 

The operating loss this year was a first for 
LEARN.  It was entirely a result of our success:  
our teams qualified for international 
championships in all levels of competition and won the Lemelson-MIT InvenTeam grant.  All these 
required significant financial commitments such as printing, team apparel, travel and more.  In addition, 
all these wonderful opportunities arise with little time to fundraise.  We chose to pull the funds out of 
our operating reserves and work hard to replenish that fund in the year ahead. 

2013 to 2014 Projected Budget 
We expect income to nearly double next fiscal year because we have committed to hosting almost twice 
as many programs.  Even doing this, we will fall short of the requests we have received for services.  Our 
goal is to dramatically increase the number of programs we host over the next three years to meet this 
demand.  To do this, we will have to make some changes in our operating plan.  Our projected budget 
reflects some of these changes.  We will seek more community support so that we can buy the 
equipment and find the permanent “home” we need to deliver expanded services.  And, we will offer 
some compensation for those who teach our classes and camps so that we can attract and keep 
additional teachers. 
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